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Dance Raaga Dance  

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
A. BASIC TERMS 
 

1.  Organiser Astro Radio Sdn Bhd  

2.  Radio Station Raaga  

3.  Name of Contest Dance Raaga Dance 

4.  Brief Description of Contest/ 
Programme 

Contestants need to upload a video of them dancing for any one 
song from the given movie below for a minute in their Instagram 
account with #DanceRaagaDance  
 
Songs:  

1. Mersal  
2. Vivegam  
3. Thana Serntha Koottam  
4. Velaikkaaran  
5. Vanamagan  
 

 

5.  Brief mechanism of Contest  1. Contestants (Group of minimum 4 or maximum of 6 people 
only) need to upload a video of them dancing for any one 
song from the given movie for a minute in their Instagram 
account with #DanceRaagaDance    

2. Best 6 videos/entries will be selected by a panel of judges 
(Malaysian Dance Masters)  

3. Selected 6 entries will be notified via Instagram messenger. 
4. Selected 6 entries will be given a new song to practise and 

perform for the finale.  
5. Top 6 group will need to perform on finale with the given song 

in front of the panel of judges. 
6. Winner announcement will be made live in Studio after a 

week of the finale.  
7. Only 1 grand winner will walk away with RM6,000 cash prize. 
8. Consolation prizes (Raaga Merchandises) will be given to the 

rest 5 groups.  

6.  Eligibility Criteria The Contest is open to all Malaysians who are aged 18 – 30 
years old as of 19th March 2018. 

7.  Ineligibility The following persons are not eligible to participate in the 
Contest :- 
 

(a) Employees/contractors/vendors of the Organiser, the 
sponsor(s) of the Contest, MEASAT Broadcast Network 
Systems Sdn Bhd, Astro Entertainment Sdn Bhd, Astro 
Production Sdn Bhd, Astro Digital 5 Sdn Bhd and Astro 
Malaysia Holdings Berhad and their *immediate family 
members.  
 

(b) Has won any prize(s) up to a value either individually or 
collectively of a value of RM1000 and below from the 
Radio Station in the thirty (30) days prior to entering the 
Contest. 
 

(c) Has won any prize(s) up to a value either individually or 
collectively of a value of RM1001 to RM5000 from the 
Radio Station in the ninety (90) days prior to entering 
the Contest. 
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(d)  Has won any prize(s) up to a value either individually or 
collectively of a value of RM5001 and above from the 
Radio Station in the one year (365) days prior to 
entering the Contest. 

*immediate family members means spouse, children, parents, 
brothers and sisters 

8.  Age of Eligibility  18 years – 30 years old as of 19th March 2018  

9.  Charges Standard telecommunication charges apply. 

10.  Contest Period  26th March 2018 – 3rd April 2018 

11.  Language of Contest  Tamil  

12.  Entry Procedure  Contestants (Group of minimum 4 people or maximum of 6 
people only) need to upload a video of them dancing to any of 
the tamil song from the given movie within a minute & upload in 
the Instagram account with #DanceRaagaDance 
 
Uploading account ought to be set to public. 
 

13.  Entry Deadline 3rd April 2018, 3pm 

14.  Mode Video/Instagram  

15.  Address  
 
 

All Asia Broadcast Centre,  
Technology Park Malaysia,  
Bukit Jalil, 57000 Kuala Lumpur 
 

16.  Selection of Winners 1. 6 shortlisted winners’ video will be picked by a panel of judges.  
2. 6 groups will be given songs to practice and perform during 

the finale, 7th April 2018.  
3. Grand prize winner will be announced via FB Live from Raaga 

studio on 16th April 2018.  
4. Top 6 will be selected based on the below criteria:  
   a) Choreography 
   b) Group Execution 
   c) Dance Technique 
   d) Overall Effect  
 
5. Grand Winner will be selected based on the below criteria:  
   a) Choreography 
   b) Musicality 
   c) Difficulty  
   d) Technique  
   e) Group Execution/Synchronization  
   f) Formation/Staging  
   g) Transition  
   h) Spacing  
   i) Showmanship  
   j) Overall Visual Effect 
 
 

17.  Prize 1 x Grand Prize: RM 6,000  
5 x Consolation Prizes: Raaga Merchandise 
 

18.  Notification of winners Top 6 shortlisted team announcement on air : 4th April 2018 
Grand Winner announcement on air: 16th April 2018  
 

19.  Collection Period As notified by the Organizer  

20.  Collection Venue As notified by the Organizer  

21.  Additional Terms, if any The Contestants and Winners agree to assign and grant to the 
Organiser and its affiliates the absolute and unlimited right to use 
and exploit the videos uploaded by them and the videos/photos 
produced by the Organiser and its affiliates capturing the 
Winners for the Contest and waive the benefits of any moral 
rights in the photos and videos. The Organiser and its affiliates 
shall have the sole right (but not the obligation) to use, upload or 
publish the photos and/or videos in any media and platform at its 
sole discretion without any royalty payment whatsoever to the 
Contestants and/or the Winners. 
 
In the event the Winners require reissuance of cheque for the 
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Prize, RM50.00 will be deducted from the value of the Prize 
unless such reissuance is due to the negligence, omission and/or 
fault of the Organiser. 
 
The shortlisted Contestant shall arrange for his/her own 
accommodation or transportation at his/her own cost throughout 
the Contest. 
 
 
Contestant should be an existing student or fresh graduate of 
any institute or college.  
 
Contestants should not have won in any major dance 
competition in Malaysia.  
 
Contestant should not represent any existing dance groups in 
Malaysia. 
 
Contestants should record the whole one minute of Instagram in 
ONE angle only.  
 
The dance video should not be edited eg: do not split and cut 
parts out from the video, re insert with a different dance move 
etc.   

 
The Basic Terms and the Contest Standard Terms and Conditions (collectively “Terms and Conditions”) shall 
be binding on all contestants who participate in this Contest (“Contestants”). The definitions in the Contest 
Standard Terms and Conditions shall apply unless otherwise expressly stated in the Basic Terms. In the event of 
any inconsistency between the Basic Contest Terms and the Contest Standard Terms and Conditions, the Basic 
Terms shall prevail to the extent of such inconsistency. 
 
Entry and participation in the Contest shall be deemed an unconditional acceptance by the Contestants of the 
Terms and Conditions 


